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Knighton: Knowledge, Enlightenment and
Discovery
Teacher Talk
People, Books, Words
How is it I come to be in your classroom?
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Deputy Head
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Three simple reasons: people, books, words.
In the beginning, it was the people. I was
overwhelmed by the people who were down
on my timetable to teach me ‘English’ and I
remained overwhelmed by them throughout my
schooling. Mrs King, Mr Barwick, Dr. Scalway; it’s
a holy trio of inspirational teaching.
Into the classroom they brought poems, plays
and books, texts that did things to my insides
and which made me want to ask questions, to
demand to know. They revealed the secrets of
poets and writers, in how words were chosen
and how they assembled them on the page. It
was heady stuff and reading became a steady
addiction. At 9, I thought the whole world would
want to know how reading ‘Watership Down’ had
changed my life; to my surprise, there was little
take up in the playground.
As a child I kept notebooks, chockfull full of
words I liked and later, notebooks with the half
heard titles of books I thought I should read.
Later, I dated someone who read as much as
I did; he read vast History tomes, I devoured
novels. We bought each-other books, we talked
about books, we competed to see who could have
the fullest book shelves. We were a very annoying
couple. But at 20, I began to think I might need
to do something with the ‘library’ in my head;
it was beginning to feel heavy. I thought about
journalism and I thought about becoming a
translator, but the tracks of teachers past had
beaten a deliberate path in my consciousness, so,
after living in France for some time, I achieved a
place at Bath University to do my PGCE.
How do I see my role? (Slides on next column)
A teacher plays many roles and there are many
ways to define what a teacher does. I am, I hope,
both agitator and facilitator. I want you to read
difficult texts; I want you to pick up books which
you may not necessarily think of choosing; I want
you to worry away at authors and their craft. No
lesson of mine should be an easy ride but my
role is to help you access the difficult parts: I
won’t present you with tough stuff if I don’t also
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help you unpick it. Above all, I want to create
momentum, a sense of always moving forward;
in my opinion, even if the subject matter does
not move you, I will have given you the skills and
energy to meet it purposefully.
Easy and Difficult (Slides overleaf)
Why Be a Teacher?
Being a teacher is both easy and hard: it’s all
very well for Google Search to throw up their
definition of teaching as endless hours of light
bulb moments, but the reality is that like any job,
you have good and bad days; however, there is
indeed nothing like the feeling that because of
something you read in class, a particular author
you spoke about, or the energy which you brought
to your lesson, one of your pupils was moved to a
moment of enlightenment.
Would I recommend it as a career?
(Slide overleaf)
Yes! Forget that people give reasons for being a
teacher such as, ‘it fits family life, (it does, but so
does any job with some juggling) or ‘the holidays
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21st Century Teachers (Slide 11)
The Learner-Centred Classroom
How things change! Embracing the expectation
of constant connectivity by today’s learners is
the new challenge in the classroom, but I’m not
holding back from that challenge, despite being
well into my career. So many great blogs (how I
love David Didau’s The Learning Spy), so many
great resources (the website ‘A Mighty Girl’ for
those of us who teach girls-only is a must) and
such exciting possibilities with digital devices
generally. Who would want any other career?
Charlotte Weatherley
Head of English – Knighton House School
Books in Translation
My 6 month old spaniel puppy, currently very
much at the chewing stage, recently helped
himself to a favourite book of mine, as it lay on
the settee. Although small pieces of the text
were still dangling from the corner of his mouth,
the front cover and the lovely introduction by
the book’s translator, Giovanni Pontiero, were
already beyond rescuing and there was nothing
I could do to salvage the rest. The History of
the Siege of Lisbon by Jose Saramago had come
to a spectacularly violent end. In a bid to find
something constructive in the doings of those
little shark teeth, I spent an enjoyable evening
reacquainting myself with all the books on my
shelves which were written by Europeans or
were translations of books from countries further
afield. Many of these books were children’s
books and I was reminded how much books in
translation have increasingly become part of my
repertoire in the classroom.

are long’, (true, but expect to be working in your
holidays, in the evenings and at weekends;),
wanting to be a teacher is about having a passion
for your subject and wanting (needing) to share it
with others.

In the last few years, books by Cornelia Funke
(Igraine the Brave) and Henning Mankell (The
Cat Who Liked Rain) have become favourite
class readers with my pupils, and on the shelves
in my school library are books by international
authors from near (Holland: Against the Odds by
Marjolijn Hoff) and really very far away (South
America: Letters to My Mother by Teresa Cardenas).
Something seems to unite these titles and offers
brilliant and unexpected dimensions to children’s
reading and writing. I believe there is a sort of
literary triumvirate in international writing for
children: firstly, the openness with which complex
and sensitive issues are broached; secondly, a
downright quirkiness of subject matter and finally,
books in translation encourage young readers to
think unashamedly about the complicated business
of life, in the true spirit of philosophical enquiry,
which Europe in particular has never lost.

I have seen meaningful discussion of complex
themes, even for very young children, brought
about through a simple question-answer format
(Ask Me by Antje Damm). Furthermore, books
about being different, (Bambert’s Book of
Missing Stories by Reinhardt Jung), domestic
abuse (The Book of Everything by Guus Kuijer),
cross-generational friendships (The Duel by
David Grossman), freedom and justice (From
Another World by Anna Maria Machado), and
even terrible parenting (The World’s Worst
Mothers by Sabine Ludwig), are a platform
for imaginative and worthwhile dialogue with
children and often bring about exceptionally
honest writing in the classroom.
War is written about by foreign writers with a
ferocity which surprises the English reader (And
Picasso Painted Guernica by Alain Serres), although
we have an eye-watering openness about teen
relationships in YA fiction which makes that seem
contradictory.
War through the eyes of the occupied (The Boys
from St. Petri by Bjarne Reuter), the displaced
(In the Sea There are Crocodiles by Fabio Geda)
and the tortured (Traitor by Gudrun Pausewang)
shock and grab at the same time, particularly so
adolescent readers, who strongly need to have
the 24 hour news culture of which they are a
product, put into a wider, more balanced narrative.
Importantly, little known struggles in other parts of
the globe are brought to life in books in translation,
which give a welcome new perspective in the
classroom on more well-worn points of view (From
Another World by Ana Maria Machado).
Art is seen as fundamental in the development
of the whole child to the European sensibility, so
with the removal of the History of Art A’ Level in the
news, it comes as a relief to know that fantastic art
books for children thrive in translation. Experiential
learning is taken to heart by a number of children’s
authors, with both the Draw with ... series by Ana
Salvador and Pictures That Tell Stories: Art for
Children’ series by Prestel. Even with Year 7 and 8
pupils, art picture books provoke the imagination;
perhaps their very simplicity inviting discussion,
unencumbered as they are by the weight of too
much back-story; such is, A Bird in Winter and The
Little Ballerina, both by Helene Krellis, which take
famous paintings and build stories around them.

In The Forest by Sophie Strady is simply a beautiful
piece of art in itself, but as a discussion prompt
about sustainability and environmental activism, it
is a new way in.
Changing course, if you haven’t read When I Was a
Boy, Neruda Called Me Policarpo by Poli DeLano,
can I thoroughly recommend you get a copy. What
a way to introduce children to Pablo Neruda’s
poems and a super starting point for modelling
really challenging writing. My class read Neruda’s
Ode to My Socks and finished up writing odes to
every favourite article of clothing they owned. For
the badger alone, if not for the aperitif snack story,
it is a must read of eccentricity; who said the British
had the monopoly on outrageous behaviour!
And finally, as I quietly pursue the line that reading
for pleasure will save the known world, I specifically
believe that books in translation will save young
readers from the awfulness of narrow horizons. The
writer David Almond said, ‘Our children need to be
exposed to a world of voices so that the whole world
becomes their home.’ (David Almond, ‘Moving
Through Borders’, Marsh Award for Children’s
Literature in Translation, School Librarian, Spring
2003) so it is the duty of teachers and librarians to
bring those voices into the mainstream so that this
can happen.
A current class of mine has just finished reading
Jean Giono’s classic, The Man Who Planted
Trees. The book has been a peg on which to hang
grammar points (compound conjunctions) and
features of personal writing (Writing Task: A Place I
Know Well) but it has been a fantastic opportunity
to discuss the power of the individual to bring
about change, the difficulties of translation and
where, if we could plant trees, we would want to
plant them.
Charlotte Weatherley November 2016

